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In this paper we investigate the nonadiabatic ultrafast dynamics of interconversion between the two
lower lying excited states of1A9 symmetry~1 1A9 and 21A9) of ozone following photoexcitation
of the molecule in the gas phase with visible light. Our algorithm involves a semiclassical initial
value representation method which is able to describe electronically nonadiabatic processes within
the time dependent picture through the quantization of the classical electron–nuclear model
Hamiltonian of Meyer and Miller@J. Chem. Phys.70, 7 ~1979!#. We explore the capabilities of these
techniques as applied to studying the dynamics of a realistic reaction of photodissociation on fullab
initio electronic potential energy surfaces. Our semiclassical results provide an intuitive
understanding of the most fundamental dynamical features involved in the process of
predissociation, such as decay and recurrence events, as well as an interpretation of experimental
studies of the Chappuis band of ozone in the frequency domain. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~98!00602-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the molecular mechanisms of relaxa
that produce broad and structureless electronic absorp
spectra of polyatomic systems is a central problem in che
cal dynamics, since the spectral consequence of these
trafast relaxation processes is to mask the structural and
namical information necessary to formulate molecular le
descriptions of chemical processes. These mechanisms
also ideally suited to detailed investigation using new
vanced theoretical and computational methods for trea
electronically excited state complex reaction dynamics. T
paper reports the first application of these new simulat
methods1,2 to a real molecular system, the ultrafast photod
sociation dynamics associated with the Chappuis band
ozone.

The photodissociation of ozone has been extensively
vestigated both theoretically and experimentally,3–19not only
because of its importance in atmospheric chemistry, but
because of its interesting electronic spectroscopy which
vides a platform for studying the more fundamental aspe
of photodissociation reaction dynamics. Perhaps the mos
phisticated experimental study of dynamics associated w
the Chappuis band of ozone has been the work of C
et al.9 who developed a zero-background, multiplex-selec
femtosecond transition-state spectroscopic technique tha
lowed direct visualization of the wave packet motion. Ho
ever, despite the rich information content in the experimen
data of this powerful transient stimulated emission pump
~TSEP! technique, the signals are the result of complica
dynamics of a polyatomic system, the details of which c
not be extracted by a cursory examination of the results. I
thus, essential to combine experimental studies with theo

a!Corresponding author; Electronic mail: miller@neon.cchem.berkely.ed
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ical simulations that face the challenge of yielding a comp
hensive understanding of the underlying dynamics.

In recent years, there has been significant progress in
development of a wide variety of quantum and mix
quantum-classical methods for describing chemic
molecular dynamics, including full quantum basis set or g
based formulations,20,21 path integral methods,22–27 Monte
Carlo algorithms,28,29 time dependent self-consistent fie
integrators,30–43 Gaussian wave packet and other semiclas
cal techniques,44–60 and the reduced density-matri
approach.61–66 For dealing specifically with electronically
nonadiabatic multidimensional coordinate reaction dynam
on realistic potential energy surfaces~PESs!, the methods of
choice have been effective path methods67–73 and surface-
hopping techniques.74–80

Surface-hopping methods have been successfully im
mented in a variety of simulation studies of ultrafast dyna
ics of photodissociation.81–86 Although nuclear phase cohe
ences were in general handled only on the basis of ra
crude approximations and intramolecular couplings w
completely disregarded, these approaches have neverth
been found to be reasonable approximations for mode
the nonadiabatic dynamics of photodissociation of neu
and ionic diatomic molecular chromophores embedded
solids, liquids, and clusters. Furthermore, these surface h
ping simulations showed that the introduction ofad hocsto-
chasticity did not introduce any serious problem in the
trafast dynamics of relaxation when the hops took place
avoided crossing points, where the initial and final PESs
almost the same energy and topology. However, there
situations in polyatomic chromophore systems, such as c
cal intersections,87 where couplings among the differen
modes of the molecule make the two surfaces involved in
process of interconversion significantly different, and
8/108(2)/498/13/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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499V. S. Batista and W. H. Miller: Semiclassical simulations of photodissociation
bronic coupling can give rise to new types of phenome
with no counterpart in diatomic systems. Under these
cumstances the reliability of surface hopping techniques m
decrease with the number of hops and the size of the en
gaps at the moment of transitions associated with dist
changes of electronic character.

Effective path methods propagate nuclear trajecto
that are completely deterministic, like ordinary classical t
jectory methods, except that they account for the multi
surfaces by means of an average potential.88 As such, these
methods have the advantage of not having to deal with
problems associated with discrete hops89 from one adiabatic
surface to another, but in their simplest version have
disadvantage of leading to unphysical asymptotic mixed fi
states.74 They also share with surface hopping techniques
limitations with regard to the omission of nuclear coheren
effects.

The purpose of this paper is to present the impleme
tion of a new computational approach for treating nonad
batic dynamics1,2 to the investigation of the ultrafast relax
ation dynamics of ozone which, according to large scaleab
initio calculations,5 involves the two lower lying excited
states of 1A9 symmetry ~1 1A9 and 2 1A9), which are
coupled by a conical intersection responsible for the br
and diffuse Chappuis band in the visible region of the
sorption spectra. Our algorithm involves a semiclassical
tial value representation~SC-IVR! method which is able to
describe electronically nonadiabatic processes within
time dependent picture through the quantization of the c
sical electron–nuclear model Hamiltonian of Meyer a
Miller.68 Applications of this method to the three mod
problems suggested by Tully for testing nonadiaba
dynamics,74 and to a spin boson model problem for dissip
tive systems show that it provides a realistic description
electronically nonadiabatic dynamics in a variety
situations.1,2

In the original formulation of Meyer and Miller68 a clas-
sical model for the electronic degrees of freedom in a m
lecular collision system was obtained and combined with
usual classical description of the nuclear motion to provid
complete classical model for the electronic and nuclear
grees of freedom. The present approach1,2 corresponds to
quantizing this model semiclassically according to t
Herman–Kluk ~HK! IVR method.55 The resulting SC-IVR
model is similar to other effective path methods in that, u
like surface hopping methods, the trajectories evolve de
ministically on an average PES according to the class
equations of motion for all degrees of freedom, electro
and nuclear. It differs from other effective path methods
that different electronic transitions have different nuclear t
jectories because of the way the SC-IVR approach impo
boundary conditions on the classical trajectories. Like ot
semiclassical initial value representation methods, it aim
provide a more tractable alternative to exact quantum
chanical methods for dynamics calculations, as well as
intuitive understanding of complex quantum dynamics as
ciated with chemical reactions in terms of classical mech
ics, where quantum coherence effects are included corre
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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and naturally for both electronic and nuclear degrees of fr
dom. Though this extension of the method removes
drawbacks inherent in classical path methods, there is
nontrivial question as to whether it can be efficiently imp
mented since it in general involves the evaluation of a h
dimensional integral with an oscillatory integrand. It
shown in this paper, however, that the HK methodolog
together with stationary phase Monte Carlo methods,
indeed be effectively used to evaluate these initial value
tegrals for ultrafast photodissociation dynamics of a sm
polyatomic system. Furthermore, we show that although c
verged calculations of the absorption spectra require
evaluation of quite a large number of trajectories~100 000
trajectories!, most of the physics of the problem can be w
understood from the analysis of the dynamics of a sm
ensemble of trajectories~50 trajectories!.

The aim of these preliminary studies of photodissoc
tion dynamics in the gas phase is not only to develop
understanding of how intramolecular vibronic coupling i
duces ultrafast nonadiabatic processes of interconver
~characteristic of higher excited electronic states of po
atomic molecules and responsible for rather broad and
fuse spectroscopic bands!, but also to explore the capabilitie
of these semiclassical methods for studying the dynamic
realistic reactions on fullab initio electronic potential energy
surfaces. In future applications, our semiclassical simulati
will be coupled to the diatomics-in-molecules~DIM ! meth-
odology for electronic structure calculations, in order to d
velop a microscopic understanding of how perturbational
fects of surrounding solvent atoms influences the poten
energy surfaces of the polyatomic chromophore and chan
nuclear dynamics over these complicated surfaces. Acc
ing to previous simulation studies of photodissociation d
namics in other systems,82,85,86the presence of the condense
phase environment can in principle introduce off-diago
matrix elements and break the symmetry of the diabatic e
tronic states enhancing nonadiabatic transitions respons
for predissociation. Remarkably, perturbational effects h
been observed experimentally in condensed phase absor
spectra of ozone for more than 50 years,90,91,8,92 however
they have not been sufficiently investigated as to underst
the possible effects of condensation on the photochemistr
ozone which might have a significant role in future atm
spheric models.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II w
first outline our semiclassical approach for modeling t
dynamics of photodissociation and the calculation of
absorption spectra. Section III then summarizes our res
and compares them with the experimental findings a
the results of full quantum calculations, followed by
detailed analysis of how the various spectroscopic featu
are associated with the phase space dynamics of nuc
and electronic variables. Section IV summarizes and c
cludes.
No. 2, 8 January 1998
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500 V. S. Batista and W. H. Miller: Semiclassical simulations of photodissociation
II. METHODS

A. Semiclassical approach

The total photoabsorption cross sections(l) as a func-
tion of the photolysis wavelengthl is given by the Fourier
transform of the survival amplitude~or autocorrelation func-
tion! j(t),

s~l!5
1

2p\E2`

`

dtj~ t !eivt, ~2.1!

with v52pc/l, and

j~ t ![^C0ue2 iĤ t/\uC0&5^C0uC t&, ~2.2!

whereC0 is the initial ground state wavefunction multiplie
by the transition dipole moment.

In terms of the Feynman kernelKt(q8,q),

Kt~q8,q![^q8ue2 iĤ t/\uq&, ~2.3!

the time-evolved wavefunctionC t can be expressed as

C t~q8!5E dqKt~q8,q!C0~q!, ~2.4!

whereq denotes theN coordinates of the nuclear and ele
tronic degrees of freedom~vide infra!, and within our semi-
classical modelKt(q8,q) is approximated by the HK
SC-IVR,55,58

Kt
HC~q8,q!5S 1

2p\ D NE
2`

`

dp0E
2`

`

dq0

3Ct~p0,q0!gqt ,pt
~q8!

3expF i

\
St~p0,q0!Ggq0,p0

~q!* . ~2.5!

The integration variables (p0,q0) in Eq. ~2.5! are the initial
conditions for classical trajectories,qt[qt(p0,q0) and
pt[pt(p0,q0) are the time-evolved coordinates and m
menta, andSt(p0,q0) the classical action along this traje
tory, obtained by integrating the following equation:

dSt

dt
5pt•q̇t2H~pt ,qt!, ~2.6!

along with the usual classical equations of motion.
The functionsgqt ,pt

(q) are Gaussian wavepackets~mini-
mum uncertainty wavepackets or coherent states!,

gqt ,pt
~q!5)

j 51

N S 2g~ j !

p D 1/4

expS 2g~ j !@q~ j !2qt~ j !#2

1
i

\
pt~ j !@q~ j !2qt~ j !# D . ~2.7!

The HamiltonianH(pt ,qt) in Eq. (2.6) above is the
Meyer–Miller classical analog Hamiltonian for nuclear a
electronic degrees of freedom,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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H~R,P,p̃,x!5
P2

2m
1

1

2(k
(
k8

@ p̃~k! p̃~k8!

1x~k!x~k8!#Hk,k8~R!2
1

2(k
Hk,k~R!,

~2.8!

where (R,P) and (x,p̃) denote the nuclear and electron
coordinates and momenta, respectively@q[(R,x) and
p[(P,p̃) denote the nuclear and electronic variables coll
tively#. The first term in Eq.~2.8! is the nuclear kinetic en-
ergy and the diabatic electronic Hamiltonian matrix e
ments,Hk,k8(R), are assumed to be real and symmetric.

Finally, the preexponential factor in the integrand of E
~2.5! is given by

Ct~p0,q0!5Adet@M#, ~2.9!

whereM is a linear combination of components of the mon
dromy matrix,

M ~ j ,k!5
1

2S ]qt~k!

]q0~ j !
1

g~ j !

g~k!

]pt~k!

]p0~ j !
2

1

2i\g~k!

]pt~k!

]q0~ j !

22i\g~ j !
]qt~k!

]p0~ j ! D , ~2.10!

where g( j ) are the constant parameters in the Gauss
wavepackets of Eq.~2.7!. The various time dependent parti
derivatives are obtained by numerical integration of the f
lowing equations for the stability matrix:

d

dt S ]pt~ i !

]z~ j ! D52 (
k51

N S ]2H~pt ,qt!

]pt~k!]qt~ i !

]pt~k!

]z~ j !

1
]2H~pt ,qt!

]qt~k!]qt~ i !

]qt~k!

]z~ j ! D ,

d

dt S ]qt~ i !

]z~ j ! D51 (
k51

N S ]2H~pt ,qt!

]pt~k!]pt~ i !

]pt~k!

]z~ j !

1
]2H~pt ,qt!

]qt~k!]pt~ i !

]qt~k!

]z~ j ! D ,

wherez5p0 or q0.
As presented above, the computational task is to ev

ate a rather high dimensional phase space average over i
conditions defined as follows:

j~ t !5S 1

2p\ D NE
2`

`

dp0E
2`

`

dq0Ct~p0,q0!

3expF i

\
St~p0,q0!GCg* ~qt ,pt!C

g~q0,p0!, ~2.11!

whereCg(q,p) is the coherent state transform of the initi
wave function,

Cg~q,p!5E dq8gp,q~q8!* C0~q8!. ~2.12!

In order to damp out the most oscillatory regions of t
integrand~which make little contribution to the value of th
integral!, we have utilized a simplified version of th
No. 2, 8 January 1998
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501V. S. Batista and W. H. Miller: Semiclassical simulations of photodissociation
Filinov,93,40 or stationary phase Monte Carlo~SPMC!
method.94 Specifically, the integral forj(t) has the form

j~ t !5E
2`

`

dzA~z!expF i

\
w~z!G , ~2.13!

wherez is a 2N integration variable defining the initial co
ordinates and momenta, whileA and w are real. Keeping
only the linear part of the Filinov transformation has t
effect of inserting a convergence factor into the integrand
Eq. ~2.13!, which is the exponential of the square gradient
the phase, i.e.,

j~ t !5E
2`

`

dzA~z!expH i

\
w~z!2

1

2\b
@¹w~z!#2J .

~2.14!

This clearly has the effect of weighting regions of the in
grand where the phase is most slowly varying. Though
more general Filinov/SPMC expressions,93,40,94 which in-
volve second derivatives of the phase, are presumably m
accurate, they are more difficult to use. This simplified line
version, with b520 000 a.u., has proved to be quite a
equate for our present application and has also been teste
Herman for the two dimensional Henon–Heiles model s
tem with satisfactory results.52

B. Sample preparation and photoexcitation

In our simulations trajectories are initialized through M
sampling of coordinates and momenta according to locali
phase space distributions that match the excited state p
lations created under the assumption that the photol
event promotes molecules instantaneously from the gro
electronic state,X, to the optically allowed excited state
which are resonant with the excitation energy@Franck–
Condon~FC! approximation#.

With regard to the optically allowed excited states th
are populated by photoexcitation and participate in the
namics of relaxation, we assumed that the most impor
electronic states in the Chappuis system are the two lo
lying excited states of1A9 symmetry~1 1A9 and 21A9, with
1A2 and1B1 electronic symmetry, respectively, inC2v). This
assumption is based on considerations of the absorp
bands of ozone3 together with the results ofab initio
calculations.5,10,11,16–19In addition to the ground electroni
state information, we therefore include in our simulations
two diabatic PESs,V1 andV2, that correspond to the excite
states of1A9 symmetry mentioned above, the coupling p
tentialV1,2 between these two electronic states, and the tr
sition dipole moments from these two excited state PES
the ground state. These five quantities (V1 ,V2 ,V1,2,m1 ,m2),
have been calculated by Woywodet al.16 as functions of the
two OO bond distances~1.8 a.u.<R1 ,R2< 3.55 a.u.! and
the OÔO bending angle~0 <a<p), using the CASPT2ab
initio method. In our simulations we calculate the values
these quantities at arbitrary points within the limits of t
grids using a spline interpolation subroutine.95 Our simula-
tions, thus model nonadiabatic dynamics on fullab initio
PESs without relying on any approximate model potentia
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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The nuclear wave function that represents the ini
population in theX state is assumed to be its ground vibr
tional wave function,

Cgr~R!5)
j 51

3 S a j

p D 1/4

expS 2
a j

2
R~ j !2D , ~2.15!

whereR( j ) represents thej th normal mode coordinate of th
molecule in its electronic ground state anda j5Akjm/\2,
wherekj is the harmonic constant of such normal mode a
m represents the mass of an oxygen atom. The equilibr
values for bond lengths and bending angle are set equa
the values employed in full quantum calculations by Schin
and co-workers:R15R25 2.46 a.u. anda5116.8°, which
are just slightly different from the equilibrium value
(R15R25 2.403 a.u. anda5116.78°! from Ref. 96. This
initial wave function is constructed on the basis of the lo
temperature approximation, i.e., assuming that contributi
from anharmonicity and higher vibrational levels can be n
glected, since measured experimental cross sections
only slightly with temperature,,1%, between 550 and 66
nm in the 220–280 K range of temperatures.97 However, at
wavelengths away from the peak we expect our assump
to be an oversimplifying approximation since the absorpt
cross sections decrease with decreasing temperature,
;40% at 420 nm between 298 and 220 K.97

Unfortunately, the ground state PES has not been ca
lated at the same level of theory, so the harmonic frequen
v j5Akj /m for the symmetric, asymmetric and bendin
modes of the molecule are taken from the ground state
tential energy surface of Ref. 96. This combination of PE
from different sources introduces some uncertainty in
coordinates of the FC point, as well as in the initial popu
tions of the optically allowed excited states that are de
mined by the dipole moments of transition and the relat
positions of the ground and excited state PESs.

The total wave function for the initial state of the syste
is the product of electronic and nuclear wave functions,

C0,k~x,R!5A2

p
xk expF2

1

2
~x1

21x2
2!GmkCgr~R!,

~2.16!

where Cgr(R) is defined by Eq.~2.15! and k denotes the
initial electronic state. The electronic wave function in E
~2.16! is a product of one dimensional harmonic oscillat
wave functions, since these are the eigenfunctions of the
of the quantum Hamiltonian that models the electronic
grees of freedom@cf. Eq. ~2.8!#. The electronic wave func-
tion for statek is a ground state harmonic oscillator wav
function for all electronic modes except thekth one, which
has one quantum of excitation. Finally, the total autocorre
tion function is given by

j~ t !5^C0,1uC t,1&1^C0,2uC t,2&, ~2.17!

where most of the contribution to the autocorrelation fun
tion comes from the second term of the right-hand side
Eq. ~2.17!, since the transition moment to state 2 is symm
No. 2, 8 January 1998
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502 V. S. Batista and W. H. Miller: Semiclassical simulations of photodissociation
ric in the FC region and much larger than the transition
pole moment to state 1 which is antisymmetric, and theref
equal to zero inC2v .

III. RESULTS

We present our results in two sections. First, Sec. II
presents the comparison of our calculated absorption s
trum with both the spectrum from full quantum calculatio
by Schinke and co-workers,98 and the experimental absorp
tion band for the Chappuis system.7,8 In Sec. III A we also
present a comparison of the autocorrelation functionj(t)
obtained via our semiclassical methodology of Sec. II a
the corresponding results from full quantum calculations98

After demonstrating the accuracy of our calculations,
present in Sec. III B an analysis of the phase space dyna
of nuclear and electronic variables for a small ensemble
trajectories and demonstrate the relative importance of
various phase space dynamical variables in the spectrosc
features presented in Sec. III A. The connection between
quantum dynamics of the system in Hilbert space and
classical dynamics of representative trajectories in ph
space is intended to provide an intuitive understanding of
more fundamental aspects of photodissociation reaction
namics of a small polyatomic system, and results from
fact that the various intensities of absorption are determi
by the time dependent overlap ofC t andC0 which is ulti-
mately controlled by the semiclassical phase space dyna
of nuclear and electronic variables components during
photolysis event. Namely, the motion of the system in H
bert space results from the interferences of the constitu
wave packets. The resulting time dependent interference
nomena responsible for relaxation of population, dephas
and recurrence take place within our formalism on the ba
of the overlap of the constituent localized wave packets
evolve in phase space according to classical equation
motion.

According to the semiclassical methodology presente
Sec. II, the evaluation of the autocorrelation functionj(t) for
the system of three normal coordinates evolving on two e
tronic surfaces coupled by a conical intersection involves
computation of a 10 dimensional integral with an oscillato
integrand, for which it is necessary to propagate 111 v
ables that include nuclear and electronic coordinates and
menta, the partial derivatives of each of them with respec
the initial coordinates and momenta, and the classical ac
Since most of the degrees of freedom involved in the eq
tions of motion are rapidly changing variables, it is necess
to employ a fairly small integration stepd50.003 fs in order
for the equations of motion to be integrated accurately,
to re-initialize the stability matrix every 0.25 fs and calcula
the partial derivatives at longer times according to the ch
rule. The values of the parametersg( j ) for the electronic
degrees of freedomj are arbitrarily set equal to 1 a.u., whil
g( j ) for the nuclear variables are a set equal toa( j ) which
are introduced by Eq.~2.15!. All forces and second deriva
tives necessary for integrating the equations of motion p
sented in Sec. II B are calculated using finite difference
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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pressions, and the configurational space is restricted wi
the limits of the spatial grid as described in Sec. II B. Tr
jectories that crossed the boundaries of the grid are te
nated and their contributions to the autocorrelation funct
set to zero at all later times. This approximate proced
implicitly assumes that trajectories that go beyond
boundaries of the grid do not return to the reaction cente
later times, and is a good approximation for our system si
in the gas phase there is no surrounding environment
could reflect the dissociation fragments back to the reac
center. We also checked this approximation by perform
calculations on PESs that were extended to a wider confi
rational space and obtained identical results.

The calculations of the autocorrelation function are co
verged with 100 000 trajectories that are calculated with
programming model to perform semiclassical dynamics i
portable single program multiple data~SPMD! streams code
that runs under the message passing interface~MPI! environ-
ment and is optimized for nodes that are relatively power
At the hardware level, we thus have coarse-grained para
ism, allowing us to allocate hundreds or thousands of tra
tories per node, minimizing communication costs on the p
allel architecture.

A. Comparison of semiclassical results with
experiments and full quantum calculations

In Fig. 1 we present the comparison of our calculat
absorption cross section forO3 as a function of photon
wavelength @solid line ~a!# with the corresponding
experimental7 absorption spectrum at room temperature@dots
~c!#, and the spectrum obtained from full quantum calcu
tions by Schinke and co-workers98 @short dashes~b!#. The
semiclassical and full quantum calculated spectra

FIG. 1. Comparison of our calculated absorption spectrum forO3 for the
visible region as described in Sec. II@solid curve~a!#, with the correspond-
ing full quantum results~Ref. 98! @short dashes~b!#, the gas phase absorp
tion spectrum of16O3 at 298 K and 40 Torr by Andersonet al. ~Ref. 7! @dots
~c!# and the absorption spectra for the Chappuis system~Ref. 8! of O3

dissolved inO2 at 77 K@long dashes~d!#. Calculated spectra@curves~a! and
~b!# are artificially shifted by 14 nm (50 meV! to longer wavelengths in
order to facilitate the comparison. The diffuse vibrational structures
assigned according to Ref. 7 to transient vibrational excitation of the s
metric stretch mode with quantum numbersn50,1,2... . All the curves in
this figure, have also been vertically shifted to facilitate the comparison
No. 2, 8 January 1998
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503V. S. Batista and W. H. Miller: Semiclassical simulations of photodissociation
shifted about 14 nm to longer wavelengths to facilitate
comparison with experiments. This small shift of about
meV to smaller photon energies indicates the accuracy of
ab initio PESs and allows us to center the overall calcula
bands with the experimental signals.

The first feature to note in comparing our calculat
spectrum with the experimental results is that the ove
qualitative features of the experimental data are well rep
duced by our calculations in terms of the overall shape
well as the spacing and the widths of the diffuse structu
superimposed on the broad background. However, in a
tion to the small shift in the position of the band noted abo
there are also some differences in the superimposed stru
of resonances that is more pronounced in the calcula
semiclassical and full-quantum absorption cross sect
than in the experimental data. There is also a small dif
ence in the spacing of the diffuse structure in the full qu
tum calculation compared to that in the semiclassical res
The origin of this can be traced to the recurrence featur
the survival amplitude~or autocorrelation function!, which
appears at;30240 fs in the semiclassical calculation b
not until ;40250 fs in the full quantum result. The SC-IVR
spectrum also shows some presumably artificial structur
the low frequency tail, which is due to the small peaks in
autocorrelation at times between 40 and 60 fs.

The physics involved in the dynamics of relaxation r
sponsible for these general spectroscopic features obse
in this spectrum is addressed in Sec. III B in terms of
analysis of the phase space dynamics of semiclassical tr
tories, where we show that the photolysis event predo
nantly populates the binding 21A9 excited state where th
molecule performs essentially symmetric stretch motion
very short times, and couples to the dissociative state wh
depletes the bound state through the antisymmetric mode
leads to fragmentation into anO2(3Sg

2) molecule and an
O(3P) atom. Thus, the origin of the structure is the transi
excitation of the symmetric stretch motion on the bound
cited state PES assigned according to Ref. 7 with quan
numbersn50 ~peak at about 640 nm!, n51 ~peak at 600
nm!, n52 ~peak at about 565 nm!, n53 ~peak at about 535
nm!, n54 ~peak at about 510 nm!, etc. This bound motion is
damped by nonadiabatic transitions to the dissociative s
which is responsible for the diffuse character of the abso
tion band, whereas the bending motion does not particip
in any relevant aspect of the dynamics of relaxation. T
interpretation points to small inaccuracies of the coupl
between the bound and dissociative PESs as responsibl
having excited state bound motion along the symme
stretch coordinate that is slightly more stable and recur
than the dynamics observed experimentally. The experim
tal data, thus suggests a stronger coupling in order to ha
relaxation of population in the bound state and to quench
n50 band. To illustrate the effect of external dynamical p
turbations on the vibronic coupling between the two s
faces, we also show in Fig. 1@long dashes~d!# the experi-
mental absorption spectrum ofO3 dissolved in liquid oxygen
at 77 K;8 one sees an enhancement of the absorption c
section of weak bands (n50 band!, as well as a significan
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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enhancement of the relative absorption cross section in
visible band versus the ultraviolet band.

In order to check the accuracy and reliability of o
semiclassical methodology we show in Fig. 2 the compari
of the real part and the modulus of our calculated autoco
lation functionj(t) with the amplitude of the autocorrelatio
function derived from the16O3 experimental absorption
spectra by Andersonet al.,7 as well as with the correspond
ing full-quantum results obtained by Schinke a
co-workers98 for the same initial state. With the exception
small deviations in the shape of the envelope of the auto
relation function, one sees that the semiclassical results a
very good agreement with the experimental data as wel
with the full quantum calculations throughout the whole d
namical range of ozone photodissociation, starting with
ultrafast fall-off of the overlap between the initial and fin
wave functions~within the first 15220 fs of dynamics! that
is caused byC t moving away fromC0 as the system slide
down along the reaction coordinate of the effective exci
state PES. This ultrafast relaxation at very short times
responsible for the broad envelope of the absorption sp
trum in the frequency domain presented in Fig. 1, and all
subsequent dynamics at longer times determines the
structure in the frequency spectrum but does not affect
position or overall width of the absorption band. This long
time dynamics gives rise to an extra feature of the autoc
relation function at about 25– 50 fs. The intensity of th
recurrence feature is slightly more pronounced in the ca
lated full quantum and semiclassical survival amplitudes~or
autocorrelation functions!, compared to the experimental re
sults. The recurrence feature in the full quantum calculati
is shifted by;10 fs compared to both the experimental a
the semiclassical results. This recurrence feature results f
the partial overlap of the initial and final wave function
caused by a partial recurrence of the final wave functionC t

to the region of the configurational space occupied by

FIG. 2. Comparison of the modulus~long dashes! and real part~solid line!
of the autocorrelation functionj(t) for the first 90 fs of dynamics calculated
according to the semiclassical methodology presented in Sec. II, and th
quantum results obtained by Schinke and co-workers~Ref. 98! ~in dots and
short dashes, respectively!, as well as the amplitude of the autocorrelatio
function derived from the16O3 experimental absorption spectra by Ande
sonet al. ~Ref. 7! ~dot-dash curve!. The vertical scale has been expanded
a factor of 5 to facilitate the comparison for all times beyond 20 fs.
No. 2, 8 January 1998
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504 V. S. Batista and W. H. Miller: Semiclassical simulations of photodissociation
initial state of the system,C0. This qualitative description is
generally applicable to other polyatomic systems99,100 and
serves as a model of dynamics of predissociation when
PESs responsible for relaxation are coupled by a conica
tersection.

B. Phase space dynamics

In this section we exploit the benefit of having a the
retical framework where both nuclear and electronic degr
of freedom are treated on the same dynamical footing
show how the various spectroscopic features of the Chap
band of ozone presented in Sec. III A are associated with
phase space dynamics of nuclear and electronic variab
For example, the position of the absorption band is de
mined by the high frequency motion of the electronic va
ables on the PESs parametrized by nuclear coordina
while the bandwidth and superimposed structure depend
the nuclear dynamics on the effective PES which is an a
age determined by the values of the electronic variables.
analyze the phase space evolution of coordinates and
menta of a small ensemble of trajectories and determine
relative importance of the different dynamical variables
each of the spectroscopic features.

In this section all normal coordinates are defined as
Sec. II B in terms of the normal modes of the molecule in
electronic ground state PES taken from Ref. 96. Figur
shows the 11A9 and 21A9 PESs along the symmetric stretc
coordinate for values of the asymmetric stretch coordin
ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 a.u., with the bending coordina
held fixed at the origin. From Fig. 3 one can see that
PESs are bound along the symmetric stretch coordinate,

FIG. 3. Adiabatic potential energy surfaces for the 11A8 and 21A9 elec-
tronic states as functions of the symmetric stretch coordinate for var
values of the asymmetric stretch coordinate, keeping the bending mod
ordinate fixed at the origin.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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equilibrium positions displaced from the origin and locat
at about 0.2–0.4 a.u., for all values of the asymmetric stre
coordinate. This specific topology of the excited state PE
where the equilibrium geometry along the symmetric stre
coordinate is displaced outward from the FC region, cau
the semiclassical trajectories to be immediately displaced
ter photoexcitation from their initial symmetric distributio
toward the region of positive symmetric stretch coordina
and momenta. From the lower set of curves of Fig. 3~asym-
metric stretch coordinate equal to 0.0 a.u.!, it is also expected
that trajectories moving outbound along the symme
stretch coordinate, which have small coupling with the asy
metric mode, will have very small vibronic coupling betwee
the two excited state PESs~as it can be observed from th
crossing point of the two surfaces! and will undergo almost
unperturbed motion until they encounter the repulsive w
of the outer turning point at beyond 0.4 a.u. Under the
circumstances the dispersion in the coordinates of the turn
points will be determined by the initial distribution of sym
metric stretch coordinates and momenta. On the other h
semiclassical trajectories evolving away fromC2v symmetry
~upper three panels of Fig. 3! will have significant contribu-
tions of the asymmetric mode coupled to the symme
stretch motion, and consequently the turning points along
symmetric stretch coordinate will be dispersed by the diff
ent possible values of the asymmetric stretch coordin
Furthermore, these trajectories will also have signific
electronic coupling~as it can be observed from the increa
ing gap separating the two PESs! that will cause further dis-
persion corresponding to all the possible values of the a
age PES determined by the electronic variables. All th
features of the early time dynamics can be observed in Fi
where we show the first 90 fs of dynamics after photoex
tation of the sample for an ensemble of 50 representa
trajectories. Panel~a! shows the time evolution and panel~b!
the phase space dynamics along the symmetric stretch c
dinate, along with the initial ensemble distribution~scattered
points!. From panel~a! one sees that during the first 10 fs
dynamics the ensemble of trajectories that is initially sy
metrically distributed around the origin of coordinates is d
placed so that all trajectories obtain positive values of
symmetric stretch coordinate, and at about 15–25 fs all
jectories reach their farthestmost distance from the ori
along the symmetric stretch coordinate. Thus, the overlap
C t with C0 is minimum at this time, as seen in Fig. 2. It ca
also be observed from panel~a! of Fig. 4 that turning points
for the first extension of the molecule along the symme
stretch coordinate are widely dispersed over about 0.6 a.u
accord with the discussion presented above where the o
of this dispersion is explained from the topology of the e
cited state PESs, the initial phase space distribution, the
pling with the asymmetric mode, and the resulting electro
coupling between the diabatic excited state PESs involve
the process of relaxation. The phase space evolution of
jectories displayed in panel~b! of Fig. 4 shows that the mo
tion along the symmetric stretch coordinate is period
which indicates that the overlap ofC t with C0 is expected to
increase at longer times from its minimum value at 15–20

s
o-
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FIG. 4. Panel~a! shows the time evolution of the symmetric stretch coordinates of an ensemble of 50 representative trajectories. Panel~b! shows the phase
space dynamics projected onto the plane defined by the symmetric stretch coordinates and momenta for the same ensemble of trajectories an
ensemble distribution~scattered points!.
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as trajectories return to the proximity of the region of init
coordinates at about 30–50 fs. This results in the recurre
feature of the autocorrelation function at about 30–50 fs
seen in Fig. 2. It is also interesting to note from Fig. 2 th
this recurrence feature of the autocorrelation function ha
superimposed structure that can be clearly understoo
terms of the phase space dynamics of the recurrent traje
ries, as popularized by Heller54 in the context of semiclassi
cal dynamics. From panel~a! of Fig. 4 it is evident that this
superimposed structure arises from the interferences of
contributions of recurrent trajectories that return to the
region dephased with respect to each other. The origin of
dephasing among recurrent trajectories is mostly determ
by the initial distribution of momenta, which makes traject
ries with initial negative momentum along the symmet
stretch coordinate to be delayed relative to those with ini
positive momentum, since it takes some time for those w
negative momentum to reach the inner turning point and
vert their direction of motion. Furthermore, trajectories w
different initial coordinates are expected to be sligh
dephased with respect to each other due to the anharmon
of the average PES along the symmetric stretch coordin
The spectral consequence of the interferences among re
rent trajectories that are slightly dephased with respec
each other is reflected in the shape of the resonances in
1 that are not sharp and well defined, but rather diffuse
with spacings that change throughout the spectrum.

Another important aspect that can be observed from F
4 and that is associated with the recurrence feature of
autocorrelation function is that only a few of the total num
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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ber of trajectories have uninterrupted orbits and return co
pletely to the proximity of the FC point at about 30–50 f
Thus, the overlap ofC t with C0 will be much smaller than
the initial overlap, and each successive recurrence e
@such as recurrences at about 80–90 fs from panel~a! of Fig.
4# will have an even smaller overlap amplitude, since it w
be invariably associated with a smaller number of unint
rupted trajectories. In order to understand the origin of th
interruptions observed along the motion of the symme
mode, we show in panel~a! of Fig. 5 the time evolution of
the ensemble of trajectories along the asymmetric stretch
ordinate and in panel~b! the corresponding phase space d
namics and initial distribution. The trajectories in panel~a!
clearly show that the motion along the asymmetric stre
coordinate is rather unstable and responsible for dissocia
of theO3 molecule into anO2(3Sg

2) molecule and anO(3P)
atom, diminishing the number of trajectories in the vicini
of the FC region at longer times. The dissociative charac
of the asymmetric mode is also evident from the phase sp
dynamics presented in panel~b! showing that dissociative
trajectories in general have large values of momentum al
the asymmetric stretch coordinate. However, it is also e
dent from Fig. 5 that the average PES along the asymme
stretch coordinate is not simply dissociative, since during
first 10 fs of dynamics the amplitudes of the asymmet
stretch motion usually decrease and trajectories underg
quasiperiodic motion along this coordinate before becom
unstable. At this point, it is of interest to investigate wheth
the dissociative character of the asymmetric stretch motio
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FIG. 5. Panel~a! shows the time evolution of the asymmetric stretch coordinates for the same ensemble of 50 representative trajectories as presen
4. Panel~b! shows the phase space dynamics projected onto the plane defined by the asymmetric stretch coordinate and momentum and the initi
distribution ~scattered points!.
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actually being turned on by the dynamics of the other nuc
and electronic coordinates of the system. In order to add
this issue, we show in Fig. 6 the adiabatic PESs as funct
of the asymmetric stretch coordinate for values of the sy

FIG. 6. Adiabatic potential energy surfaces for the 11A8 and 21A9 elec-
tronic excited states as functions of the asymmetric stretch coordinate
various values of the symmetric stretch coordinate, keeping the ben
mode coordinate fixed at the origin.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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metric stretch coordinate ranging from20.05 to 0.6 a.u. The
first important observation from Fig. 6 is that the PES of t
2 1A9 state, which is the most optically active of the tw
electronic excited states, is actually bound along the as
metric stretch coordinate throughout the range of values
the symmetric stretch coordinate presented in Fig. 6 and w
its equilibrium position always located at the origin. Thus,
is reasonable to expect that so long as the average PES
predominant contribution from the 21A9 state, trajectories
will exhibit bound motion along the asymmetric stretch c
ordinate and on each oscillation pass the origin of coo
nates with maximum speed.

On the other hand, the topology of the 11A9 state is
completely different from the PES of the 21A9 state along
the asymmetric stretch coordinate, since for fixed values
the symmetric stretch coordinate it has the shape of a do
well with a barrier at the origin~which determines the poin
of maximum proximity between the two excited state PES!,
and equilibrium positions that lead to dissociation of t
molecule that are symmetrically located on both sides of
barrier, progressively farther away from the origin and fu
ther stabilized as the molecule is extended along the symm
ric stretch coordinate. Thus, as soon as the electronic v
ables introduce dominant contributions from the lower 11A9
excited state, the average curvature along the asymm
stretch coordinate becomes negative. This average is d
mined by the values of the electronic variables, which defi
the relative probability of being on each of the two excit
states, as well as by the values of the curvatures along
asymmetric stretch coordinate of these excited state P

or
ng
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507V. S. Batista and W. H. Miller: Semiclassical simulations of photodissociation
FIG. 7. Adiabatic potential energy surfaces for the 11A8 and 21A9 electronic excited states as functions of the bending coordinate. Panel~a! displays sets of
PESs for values of the asymmetric stretch coordinate ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 a.u with the symmetric stretch kept fixed at the origin. Panel~b! shows the PESs
for values of the symmetric stretch coordinate ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 a.u with the asymmetric stretch kept fixed at the origin.
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parametrized by the nuclear coordinates. Thus, the mole
is expected to interrupt its asymmetric stretch bound mo
around the origin and undergo dissociative dynamics, wh
the symmetric and asymmetric stretch modes are cou
with each other.

This mixing between the two excited state PESs can
observed in Fig. 6 from that gap that develops between
two PESs during the early time dynamics discussed at
beginning of this section, as the molecule is extended al
the symmetric stretch coordinate to its equilibrium value
about 0.2–0.4 a.u. Thus, the dissociative character of
asymmetric stretch motion only arises when it is turned
by the coupling with the symmetric stretch motion, and t
average PES has significant contributions from the 11A9
state.

The reason why the bending mode motion does not p
ticipate in any relevant aspect of the dynamics of photod
sociation can be understood from Fig. 7, where we show
panel~a! the PESs as functions of the bending coordinate
asymmetric stretch coordinates ranging from 0.0 to 0.3
with the symmetric stretch coordinate held fixed at the o
gin, and in panel~b! the PESs as functions of the bendin
coordinate for values of the symmetric stretch coordin
ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 a.u. with the asymmetric stretch
ordinate fixed at the origin. From Fig. 7 one can see that
PESs along the bending coordinate are in general bound
quite flat throughout a wide range of configurations.

Finally, in order to summarize some important aspects
the phase space dynamics presented in this section, we
in Fig. 8 the phase space evolution of electronic and nuc
variables for an individual representative trajectory of t
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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ensemble. The first column of Fig. 8 shows the time evo
tion of the coordinates, and in the first row one sees that
period of the electronic motion is about 2 fs (v5 600 nm!,
corresponding approximately to the frequency of the r
part of j(t), as shown in Fig. 2, and consequently to t
position of the absorption band in Fig. 1 that results from
Fourier transform ofj(t).

On the other hand, from the second row we see that
period of the symmetric stretch motion is about 30–50
which approximately determines the spacing between re
nance peaks in the superimposed structure of the absorp
band in Fig. 1; the time it takes for the symmetric stret
motion to move the system away from the FC region is
versely proportional to the bandwidth of the absorption ba

Another important feature to note from Fig. 6 is that
long as the trajectory evolves close toC2v symmetry~where
the values of the asymmetric stretch coordinates are s
during the first 30 fs of dynamics!, not only is the symmetric
stretch motion periodic with a turning point at about 0.6 a
and the asymmetric mode oscillatory about its origin, b
also the phase space motion of the electronic variable
stable and periodic since there is very little electronic co
pling between the two diabatic PESs, as evidenced by
lower set of curves of Figs. 3 and 6. Thus, the dynamics
electronic variables is described by a periodic and circu
orbit during the first 30 fs, since the sum of the squares of
electronic coordinatesxk and momentapk for each diabatic
statek is approximately constant to its initial value, and d
termine the probability of finding the system in diabatic sta
k. However, as soon as the trajectory returns near its in
coordinates and approaches the conical intersection, at a
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508 V. S. Batista and W. H. Miller: Semiclassical simulations of photodissociation
FIG. 8. Phase space dynamics of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom for a single representative trajectory. Panels in the first row sho
trajectory for the electronic coordinate associated with diabatic state 21A9 as a function of time and the corresponding dynamics in the electronic phase s
Second and third rows of this figure show the evolution of the symmetric stretch and asymmetric stretch coordinates respectively as functions of ti
same trajectory and the corresponding phase space diagrams.
t
th

th
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ic
30–40 fs, the average PES becomes an admixture of the
excited state PESs. The nonlinear terms introduced in
equations of motion by the electronic coupling makes
electronic motion no longer periodic as can be observed
the first row of Fig. 8, and the asymmetric stretch moti
becomes unstable through coupling to the dynamics of
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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symmetric stretch coordinate~lower two panels of Fig. 8!.
Consequently, the molecule dissociates.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have demonstrated the capabilities
the Meyer–Miller classical model for nuclear and electron
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dynamics quantized according to the HK SC-IVR method
ogy, together with stationary phase MC methods, by simu
tion of the nonadiabatic relaxation dynamics associated w
the Chappuis band of ozone following photoexcitation of
molecule in the gas phase with visible light. While our co
putational method is still in its early stages of developm
for general purpose applications that might involve long
time dynamics and systems with more nuclear and electr
degrees of freedom, this first application to studies of oz
visible photodissociation has allowed explicit calculation
the most relevant quantities that characterize the electr
and nuclear relaxation dynamics during the photolysis ev
and provided an intuitive interpretation of the absorpti
spectra in the frequency domain in terms of the analysis
the phase space dynamics of representative semiclassica
jectories. This at least demonstrates the potentiality of
methodology for studying reactions involving nonadiaba
complex quantum dynamics in polyatomic systems. In
spirit of the original formulation of Meyer and Miller, the
method treats nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom
the same dynamical footing and involves the propagation
deterministic classical trajectories on an average PES. H
however, the dynamics is treated within the semiclass
IVR model rather than the more primitive quasiclassi
model used earlier. Interference~i.e., quantum coherence!
and even tunneling to some extent, are thus incorpora
within this description, and any quenching of interferen
structure comes about naturally~via destructive interference!
and noad hocdephasing approximation needs to be int
duced. The classical description also allows for an intuit
understanding of complex quantum dynamics associa
with these nonadiabatic processes.

The agreement of our results for the autocorrelat
function and absorption cross sections with the correspo
ing results obtained from full quantum calculations and
experimental data for the absorption spectra supports:~1! our
interpretation of the experimental data in the frequency
main in terms of the transient excitation of the symmet
stretch motion on the bound excited state PES, which
damped by nonadiabatic dynamics onto the dissociative s
responsible for the diffuse character of the absorption ba
and ~2! the relative importance of the different dynamic
variables of our model on each of the spectroscopic feat
of the Chappuis band of ozone. However, there are also s
noticeable differences between the calculated and exp
mental spectra that include:~1! a small shift of 50 meV in
the position of the band, and~2! a structure of resonance
superimposed to the broad background that is more
nounced in our calculated spectrum than in the experime
data, suggesting small inaccuracies of the coupling betw
the bound and the dissociative PESs.
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